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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Fieto of the invention

This invention relates to an optical recording

medium and a process lor production thereof.

Rented Background Art

In recent years, information recording has pro-

gressed. Marry optical recording meda and information

recording and/or reproducing apparatuses which record

and/or reproduce information optically such as optical

discs, optical cards, optical tapes and so on have been

proposed. Desirable features of the optical information

recording media (hereafter referred to as optical record-

ing media) are high recording density, long lifetime, and

a large capacity compared to their size arise because

the media can be recorded on and reproduced from

without being contacted.

Some portable optical recording media such as

optical card type media have been proposed,

researched and developed recently. Amongst such

media, there is a proposal that visible information, for

example character information or picture information

such as the dSstrfoutrYs name for the media, the system

title, the owner's name, and so on is added

hi the past, such added rnfrxmaton on the optical

recording medium was generally executed on a region

other than the region {hereinafter referred to as optical

recording region) where the optical recording layer of

the optical recording medium was provided.

Figures 1 to 6 illustrate prior art recording media,

equivalent features in Figures 1 to 4 being denoted by
corresponding reference numerals.

Figures 1 and2 Slustrate an optical recording media
including visible information as described in Japanese

laid open patent JP-A-64-16696. In Figures 1 and 2.

Figures 1(a) and 2(a) are plan views of an optical card,

whBst Figures 1(b) and 2(b) are respectively, cross-sec-

tions along the Bnes A-A. and B-B of Figures 1(a) and
2(a).

The optical recording media shown in these figures

comprise a hard coat layer 101 and a transparent sub-

strate 102 having a preforms! pattern 103 comprising

prepHs and pregrooves. An optical information record-

ing portion 104 is formed on a surface of the substrate

having the preformat pattern 103. The card also

includes an adhesive layer 105. back substrate 106. and
a printed layer 107 including a portion carrying visible

information 108.

In the medium shown in Figure 1, the printed layer

107 including the visible information 108 is formed on
the outside surface o) the back substrate 106. In the

medium shown in Figure 2. the printed layer 107 is

formed on the adhesive layer 1 05 side of the back sub-

strate 106. In this particular structure, the region tor car-

rying character information or p'cture information is

restricted. Furthermore, there is the problem that this

arrangement restricts the design of the optical recording

merJum. The addition of an IC err©, magnetic stripes, or

s a photograph of a human face on the optical card was
investigated in order to produce an ID card or a machine
readable card representing money. In these cases the

region on which the visWe 'rnformafion can be added
becomes very narrow.

to Rgure 3a illusMes a plan viewand Figure3b illus-

irates a cross-sectional view along the Gne C-C of the

recording medium shown in JP-A-2-30595 of Figure 3.

In this optical recording medium, an optical record-

ing layer 104 corrposed ofpolyrriethirier^

» so as to cover the visible information portion which is

formed on the back substrate 106. ft b then possWe to

readout the visible information 108 through the record-

ing layer 104.

Figure 4 illustrates an optical recording medium as
» disdosedinJP-A-2-247820.F»giire4(a)isaplanview

of the medium. Figure 4(b) is an enlarged plan view of

the optical recording portion of the medium, and Figure

4(c) rs a cross sectional view along line D-D of Figure

4(a).

as In this medium, the visible Information portion 108

is formedon the surface of an optical recording medium
substrate 411. The optical recording portion 104 is

formed on the surface of the visible information portion

108, the surface ateo carrying a magnetic stripe 401. to

x this structure it is possibleto read out the visible infor-

mation 108 through the optical recording portion 104.

JP-A-6-176519 discloses two optica) cards which

are capable of having added enough general ihforrna-

lionbyreaolngoutirrtorTnation stored under the optical

as recording layer. The structure of these optica) cards are

explained referring to Figures 5 and 6 in which Figures

5a and 5b show, respectively, a plan view and cross

sectional side view along the She E-E of the first card,

and Figure 6 shows a side view of the second card, the

n review toeing the same as the ftst card.

to Figure 5 the optical card 501 is formed asfolJows.

A surface side printed layer 503, an adhesive layer 504.

optica) recording medium 505, transparent protective

layer506 are laminated in thfe order on a card base507.
« On the underside of the card base 507, a back side

printed layer 508 is formed The back side printed layer

508 is covered wrtti a transparent back side printed pro-

tective layer 509. On the surface side printed layer 503.

two sets of barcodes 51 1A.B incrudrng card irrlormation

so indicative of an attribute of Die card is formed Thebar-
codes 51 1A.Bare lam'nated under the optical recording

medium 505. As a transparent medium is used as the

optical recording medium 505. the barcodes 511A.B
can be read out through the transparent protective layer

55 506 and optical recortfing medium 505.

Turning now to Figure 6. the optica) card 501 is

formed as follows. The adhesive layer 504. optical

recording medium 505, transparent protective layer 506
are formed on a transparent card base 513. On the

2



3 EP0780839 A2 4

underside of the caid base 513 isa surface side printed

layer 503; a back side printed layer 508 and a back side

printed protective layer 509 are formed the barcodes

51 1A.B are formed on the surface side printed layer 503

so as to be read out through the transparent protective 5

layer 506, the optical recording medium 505. the adhe-

sive layer 504 and the transparent card base 513.

However, all prior art described above is devoid of

any disclosure aboutan optical recording medium capa-

ble of including high contrast visile information having 10

no influence on the recording and reproducing charac-

teristics of the optical recording medium.

SUMMARY/OF THE INVENTION

is

An object of this invention is to provide an optical

recording medium which may carry a large amount of

high grade information readable with radiation other

than radiation for reproducing optically recorded infor-

mafonaridexhbrtahighcrualrryasa 20

medium.

Another object of this (mention is to provide an opti-

cal recording medium maintaining high efficiency as an
optical recording medium in which it is difficult to fake

the Information readable with radiation other than radia- 2s

lion tor reproducing optically recorded information, car-

ried by the medium.

Another object of this invention is to provide an opti-

cal recording medium exhibiting a high quality as an
optical recording medium and having difficult to fake so

information readable with radiation other than radiation

for reproducing optically recorded information.

A further object of the present invention is to pro-

vide a process for producing an optical recording

medium which may carry a large amount of high grade 35

information readable with radiation other than radiation

for reproducing optically recorded information.

Areording to the first aspect of the inventionthere is

provided an optical recording medium comprising: an
optical recording layer readable by radiation within a first 40

wavelength band; and a first information region carrying

first information, and a second information region carry-

ing second information, said, first and second regions

being readable by radiation within a second wavelength

band different to said first wavelength band, the first «
information region being overlaid by the optical record-

ing layer, the optical recording layer having a transmis-

sivrry for radiation within said second wavelength band

so that the first information is readable through the opti-

cal recording layer by radiation within said second

wavelength band, wherein the medium includes, a layer

opaqueto ratlation within said second wavelength band
provided between the first information region and the

second information region

The first and second information may be visible

information which is eye-readable.

In a medium in accordance with the first aspect of

the present invention, when information recorded in the

optical recording layer is reproduced, noise can be pre-

vented in the reproducing signals by r^cvidirig an

opaque layer between the second visible information

layer and the first visWe irrformation layer. As there is no
interferencebetween the first visible irrformation and the

second visible irrformation, the optical recording

medium can carry much high grade visible irrformation.

Acccrd^toasecc^aspedcrfthepreserrtirr^

tion there is provided an optical recording medium com-
prising: an optical rerxrttrng layer readable by radiation

within a first wavrJength band; a fist information region

carrying first irrformation readable by radiation within a
second wavelength band different to said first wave-

length band, the first irrformation region being overlaid

by the optical recording layer, the optical recording layer

having a rransmtssmty for radiation within said second

wavelengthband so that the first irrformation is readable

through the optical recording layer, wherein the surface

of the first information region which opposes the optical

recording layer is arranged to have a low reflertvityfor

radiation within said first wavelength band.

Preferably the surface of the first irrformation layer

opposing the recording layer has a low reflectivity forthe

fight of the radiation beam's wave length.

In a medium in accordance with the secondasped
of the present invention, by providing the irrformation

between the transparent substrate and the protective

layer it is possible to prevent the information leading to

noise in the optical reproducing signals produced by the
optical recording layer. As a result it is possfcle to obtain

an optical recording medium carrying information which

is readable through the critical recording layer andisdif-

fcuft to fake, the characteristics of the optical recording

medium not being affected by the information.

According to the third aspect of the present inven-

tion there is provided a process for production of an
optical recording medium comprising, an optica) record-

ing layer readable by radiation within a first wavelength

band, first and second information regions carrying

respectively first and second irrformation readable by

radiation within a second wavelength band tfifferent to

said first wavelength band, the process comprising the

steps of. laminating the substrate and the protective

layer, with the optical recording layer interposed

between the substrate and the protective layer, the sub-

strate being at least partially transmissrve to radiation

within said first and second wavelength bands and the

optical recording layer befog at least partjaffy transmis-

sr/e to radiation within said second wavelength band;

providing the first information layer at the surface of the

» protective layer remote from the optical recording layer,

so that the surface of the irrformation layer carrying

the first information opposes the optical recording layer,

and so that the first information is overlaid the optical

recording layer, forming an opaque layer over the first

« irrtormatfon layer; and forming the second irrformation

layer over the opaque layer.

3
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

A number of embodiments ol the irrverrfion will new

be described, by way of example only, with reference to

theaccwrpanyingdrawinpAOT s

Figure 1(a) is a schematic plan view of a prior art

optical recording medium which has visible infor-

mation;

m
Figure 1(b) is a schematic cross sectional view

taken on lihe A-A of figure 1(a);

Figure 2(a) is a schematic plan view of a prior art

optical recording medium which has visible infor- is

mation;

Figure 2(b) is a schematic cross sectional view

taken on Ene B-B of Figure 2(a);

20

Figure 3(a) is a schematic plan view of a prior art

optical recording medium which has vts&ie infor-

mation;

Figure 3(b) is a schematic cross sectional view zs

taken on fine C-C of Figure 3(a);

Figure 4(a) is a schematic plan view ol a prior art

optical recording medium which has visUe infor-

mation; so

Figure 4(b) is an enlarged schematic plan view of

an optical recording portion of the medium of Figure

4(a);

35

Figure 4(c) is a schematic cross sectional view

taken on fine D-D of Figure 4(a);

Figure 5(a) is a schematic plan view of a prior art

optical recording medium which includes vfeWe #
mformation; * -

;
.-

Figure 5(b) is a schematic cross sectional view of

figure 5(a) along the Ene E-E of Figure 5(a);

Figure 6 is a schematic plan view of a prior art opti-

cal recording medium which has visible information;

Figure 7(a) is a schematic plan view of an optical

card in accordance with the first embodiment of the

.
invention;

Figure 7(b) is a schematic cross sectional view

taken on Ene F-F of figure 7(a);

Figure 8(a) is a schematic plan view of an optical

card in accordance with the second embodiment of

the invention;

Figure 8(b) is a schematic cross sectional view

taken on insOG of Figure 8(a);

Figure 9 is a schematic cross sectional view of an

optical card in accordance with a variation of the

second embodiment of the invention;

Figure 10(a) is a schematic plan view of an optical

card in accordance with the third errtoocfrmentofthe

invention;

Figure 10(b) is a schematic cross sectional view

taken on Ene H-H of Figure 9(a);

Figure 11(a) is a schematic,plan view of an optical

card in accordance with the fourth embodiment of

the invention;

Figure 11(b) is a schematic cross sectional view

taken on Ene W of Figure 10(a);

Figure 12 is a schematic cross sectional view of an

optical card in accordance with a variation of the

fourth embodiment of the invention;

Figure 13(a) is a schematic plan view of an optical

card in accordance with a variation of the first

embodiment of the invention;

Figure 13(b) is a schematic cross sectional view

taken on Ene J-J of Figure 13(a); and

Figure 14(a) and (b) illustrate schematically a card-

bending test used in Reference Example 3.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODI-
MENTS

FIRSTEMBODIMENT

Figure 7 illustrates an optical card in accordance

with the first emborJmerrt of the IrrverrSoa In Figure 7,

701 denotes an optical resorting layer formed on a side

of a transparent substrate 703 on which preformat 702

<5 feprovided. A hard coat 705 is formrjd on trie transpar-

ent substrate 703 layer.

Attached to the transparent substrate 703 carrying

the optical recordbg layer 701 using an adhesive layer

707 is a transparent protective layer 709.

bo A first visible information layer carrying first visible

information on a side opposed to the optical recording

layer 701 comprises a first layer 711A which constitutes

a foreground of the first visile mformation. the layer

711A being inset m a second layer 71 1B which consti-

ss tutes the background of the first vrstte information.

The visible information is overbid by the optical

recording region of the optical recording layer 701.

On the surface of the visWe irrtormation layer 71 1

B

is formed an opaque layer 713 on which is formed a

4



7 EP0 780 839 A2 8

second visile information layer 715.The second vtsWe

information layer 715is a single layer which carries sec-

ond visfcle information, with the opaque layer 713 acting

as a background. A transparent overcoat 717 is formed

over the second visible information layer 715 to protect 5

the second visible information.

In use of the medium, a radiation beam indicated as

719 is used to record information inthe optical recording

layer 701 or reproduce information recorded in the opti-

cal recording layer 701. The optical recorrfng layer 701 to

is at least partially transrrissive to light in the visMe

region wavelengths, and thus, the first visile informa-

tk>nisvisiUetotheeyesrfancteerverthnxjg^thecc^

cal recording layer 701.

»5

The First VisMe Information layers

In order to make characters within the first visible

information layer eye-readable through the optical

recording layer 701, the following process may be used. 20

Using black ink and. a known printing method, the

required characters for the foreground of the first visible

information are printed onone surface region ofthe pro-

tective layer 709 to form the first layer 71 1A Then, using

whito inkand a known printing method, the second layer 2S

71 1B formingthe background to the first visfole informa-

tion isformed to cavrjr the fi^ layer 711A. Thus the first

visible information layers 711A, 711B carrying the first

visible information are formed.

Alternatively, black ink is printed over the surface 30

region of the protective layer 709 except where.it is

required to form characters in the first information foyer

711 A. Then using white ink and a known printing

method, the second layer 711B is formed to cover the

first layer 71 1A. 35

V/hen, as shown in this ernbodhnent the first visWe

information layers 71 1A, 71 1B are provided on the sur-

face of the protective layer 709. which does not oppose

the optical recording layer 701. it is possible to prevent

effectively the recording or reproducing radiation beam 40

which has passed through the recording layer 701 from

being reflected at the visible information layers 711A,

711B and returning along the irradiation direction of the

radatiwi beam h this errtxxEmert, e/en if visible infor-

mation is provided, it is possWe to prevert deterioration «
of the C/N radto of the optical reproducing signals. As
the optical recording layer 701 has a certain transmis-

sfvity invisWelight, ifa wavelenc^ofterthaninthevis-

We region, for example if a radiation beam 719 whose

wavelength is to the infrared region is used, the rarJa- so

tion beam will pass through the optical recording layer

701 in some degree: If the radiation beam which has

passed through the optica) recording layer 701 is

reflected at the down side of the optical recording layer

701 and returns in the irradiation drection of the radia- ss

tion beam 719.. sometimes noise gets nixed h the

reprodutiiigsignalsandthe C/N ratio of the reproducing

signals deteriorates. Howeverby separating the fist vis-

ible Wormation layers 71 1A.Bwhich have the possibility

of reflecting the transmitted ight of the recondmg or

reproducing radiation beam from the optical recording

layer 701 as shown in this embocSmerrt, it is possWe to

prevent the recording or reproducing radiation beam
which has passed through the optical recording layer

701 from being reflected from the first visible informa-

tion layers 711A. 711

R

In the visWe information layers 711A, 711B, mate-

rials for producing the visible information include, for

example, metals, metal oxides, organic pigments, and
printing inkswhich are a mixture of resin binder anddye

or pigment The method of producing the visible infor-

mation depends on the material which constitutes the

visible information layers 711A, 711B. For example for

metal or metal oxides, vacuum deposition methods

such as vacuum evaporation method or sputtering

method and so on are preferable. For oroticpigments,

pant methods such as gravure coating methods and so

on, or print methods such as screen printing methods

and so on are preferable. For printing ink, it is preferable

to select a printing method which is suitable for produc-

ing visible information using known printing methods

such as offset printing or screen printingand so on. The
use of printing ink and a printing method is preferable

because it makes the cost of producing the optica)

recording medium cheaper, and enables the visible

information layers 71 1A.B to be made thinner.A printing

ink which is obtainable by adding dye or pigment in a
suitable degree to a resin solution for ink is commonly

commercially available. As the resin solution for the

print ink, for example a resin solution containing acr-

ylate resin and acryf polyol (trade name: ACRYDIC
(DaWppon Ink and Chemicals foe)), a resin solution

containing polyisocyariate. polyester polyol. aJkyd polyol

and block polyisocyanate, (trade name: BURNOCK
(DaWppon Inkand Churiai toe)), a resin sotutfon con-

taining urethane acryiate, unsaturated polyester and

epoxy acryiate, (trade name: UNIDtC (Dainppon Ink

and Chemfcals toe)), a resin solution containing vinyl

chloride and acryiate resin, a resin solution (trade

name: SERICOL 13 (Tefcoku Printing Inks Mfg. Co.

Ltd)) (trade name: SS8 (Toyo Ink Mfg. Co. Ltd)), a resin

solution containing polyester resin (trade name: SERI-

COL EGS (Takoku Printing Inks Mfg. Co. Ltd)) and so
on may be used.

Theinkwi8beseleclBdtob«Qux*drying,arxico^

sictering the effect of the residua) quantity of solvent on.

the duraMrty of the optical recording rnecfium. The dye

or pigment to be added to these resin solutions win

depend on the required colour of the visWe irdormatioa

For example, while pigments such as titarwmoxideand
so on may be used to obtain a white printed layer as the
first layer 711A or the second layer 711 B. MorespecSr-

cally, a while ink (trade name: SERICOL 13, 611-A

fjeikoku Printing Inks Mfg. Co. Ltd)) which is made of a
mixture ofabove mentioned SERICOL 13 MEDIUM and
titanium oxide, a white ink (trade name: SS 8. 611-S
(Toyo Ink Mfg. Co. Ltd)) which is made of a mixture of

SS8 medium and titanium oxide or a white ink (trade

5



9 EP0 780 839A2 10

name: SERICOL EGS, 611-A fTeikoku Printing Inks

Mfg. Co. LkJ)) which is made of a mixture of SERICOL

EGS MEDIUM and titanium oxide and so on may be

used.

Black pigments such as carbon black and so on s

maybe used to obtain a black printed layer as either the

first layer 711A or the second layer 711R
More specSicafly. a black ink (trade name: SERI-

COL 13. 911-S (Teitotaj Printing Inks Mfg. Ca Ltd))

which is made of a mixture of above mentioned Sericol 10

13 medium and blackpigment such as carbon blackand

so on, a black ink (trade name: SS8, 911-S (Toyo fnk

Mfg. Ca Ltd)) which is made of a mbdure of SS8
medium and blackpigment such as carbon black and so

on, or a black rrrk (trade name: SERICOL EGS, 911-S is

fjeikoku Ink Manufacturing Inc.)) which is made of a

mixture of Sericol EGS medium and black pigment such

as carbon black and so on, or ink which is made of a

mixture of the above mentioned media and a suitable

dye or pigment in suitable degree may be used. In this 20

embodiment, as long as the first visible layers 711A,

71 IB are eye-readable through the optical recording

layer 701. it is possible to colour the first visible informa-

tion layer 71 1A.B any colour except while or black. If the

first visiMe information layer 711A^ 25

printed layer the quantifyof the dye or the pigment in the

printed layer will contrixite to the ease of viability of the

first visible information layer. The quantity of the dye or

pigmentin the printed layer is preferably 30wt%ormore

but 70 wt% or less, more preferably30wt% or more but 30

60 wt% or less. At this range, the printed layer can be

prevented from detachment or cracking. The thickness

of the printed layer is preferably 1 \im or more, but 10pm
or less, espedaly 1pm ormore, but 7pm or less in order

to maintain the quantity of information in the printed 35

layer.

In order to control the reflection of the radiation

beam for reproducing optically recorded information

from the surface of the first visible information layers

71 1A, 71 1B, this surface is preferably arranged to have *o

a reflectivity of 30% or less, especially 20% or less,

even more preferably 10% or lees. This prevents deteri-

oration of the C/N ratio caused by the reflection of the

radiation beam which passes through the optical

recording layer 701. 45

The required reflectivity of the surface of the first

VisUe information layers 711A, 71 IB can be obtained

without providing a reflerjtkmrxeverrtjng layer or a sur-

face treatment of the first visible information layers

711A 711R For exarr^e the reaured reflectivity can so

be achieved by choosing a suitable material for the first

•layer 711A and the second layer 71 lb of the first visual

information layers. In the case that a white printed layer

is usedas the first layer 71 1A and/or the second layer

71 IB, such that the reflectivity of the surface opposed lo es

the optical recording layer 701 is 30% or less can be

obtained by forming a printed layer which has approxi-

mately from 1pm to 10pm thickness and a white pig-

ment content of between 30 wt% and 70 wt%, for

example using a ink which contains approximately 20-

30 wt% of the above mentioned white pigment (for

example titanium oxide). By adopting the above men-

tioned pigment content range and thickness range, it is

posabfe to prevent the first visible irrlormation layers

from having a rdgh reflectivity and also to prevent

detachment of the printed layers from the optical card or

cracking of the printed layers 71 1A.B when bending the

optical card caused by brittieness of the printed layers

711A.R

Second visible Irrtormation Layer

The second viable information layer 715 carrying

the second visible Information constitutes the fore-

ground of the second visible information with the

opaque layer 713 constituting the background for the

second visible information. The second visiJe informa-

tion layer is formed on the first visible information layers

711AB with the opaque layer 713 interposed between

the first and second viable information layers. The sec-

ond visile 'irformation layer 715 baskaly does not

effect the reproducing signals. Therefore, there is no

necessityfor the strict selection and control of the thick-

ness or composition of the second vrsWe information

layer 715.

It a printed layer is used as the second visible infor-

mation layer 715, it is preferable that there is no detach-

ment of the second visible rhformation layer from the

optical card orcracking inthe second visible information

layer 715 when the optical card is bent Therefore, the

above(mentioned structures and materials used for the

first visible information layers 711A.B may advanta-

geouslybe used forthe second information printed layer

715.

In this ernbodiment the second visible information

layer 715 comprises a single layer. However the second

visible Mormatron layer 715 can be constituted bya plu^

raity of separate layers as in the first viable information

layers 711A.a

Form of the First and Secorxf VTsMe Information

Visile information which is carried by the first and

the second visible information layers 711A, B, 715

includes all information whose presence and meaning

can be viabfy recognised by an observer using visWe

rariatfon within the 400-700 nm wavelength band. Such

visible Information may r»rr|>rise,forexair0earx>rtrait

of the face of the optica) card owner, rhformation relating

to the optical card owner, such as characters represent-

ing the owner's name, characters representing the

name of the cSstributor, trade marks, designs andso on.

Machine readable information such as an optical

recording medium's lot number etc.. which may be read

by, for example, a barcode reader may constitute the

visible information. In a medium in accordance with this

'mention any meaningful information which can be opti-

cally read out, from the first or second visWe rritorma-

6
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lion layers 711A.B; 715 may be regarded as visible

information.

nw.Qpaqvfl Layer

In this embodiment of the inverrtioa the first visible

information is eye-readable through the optical record-

ing layer 701. The second visible information is eye-

readable from the opposite side of the optical card. The

opaque layer 713 is provided in order to prevent the first

visWe information and the second visible information

from interfering with each other. If the second layer

71 1B of the first visile information layer consists of a

printed layer, the pigment content in the prinied layer for

the second layer 71 1B is preferably70wt% or less, more

preferably 60wt% or less, and thickness of the layer

711B is preferably 1pm or more, but lOjim or less for

maintaining the quantity of the first visible information in

order to prevent a mixture of noise into the reproducing

information of the information recorded in the optical

recording layer, and also to prevent detachment of the

layer 71 1B fromthe optical card or cracking of the layer

71 1a In this case however, ft is difficult for the second

layer 711B in the first vistote information layer to itself

prevent total transmission of visible fight, leading to

interference between the first vfotole informafion and the

second visible information. For example rf the second

visile information of the optical card shown in Figure 7

.
is seen through the overcoat layer 717, the first visile

information carried by the first viable information layers

711A, 711B can be recognized visually. As a result

there will be a deterioration of quality of the first and

second visible informatioa To solve this problem, the

opaque layer 713 is provided between the first vistote

information layers 711A, 711B arid the second visible

information layer 715, preventing transmission of the

visible fight between the two sets of visile information

layers 71 1A, 71 1B; 717 and the consequent interfer-

ence of the first and second visible information.

The opaque layer 713 preferably has tow transmis-

sion for visible light, for example preferably 10% or less

for fight of wavelength 400nm-700rm fts thickness is

preferably 3um or more, but 30um or less so as to pre-

vent the optical recording medium (especially for an

optical card) getting thicker. Such an opaque layer 713

may be obtained using for example a printed layer. The
colour of the opaque layer 713 is preferably whrleora

similar colour so as not to affect the colour of the first

and second visible information. In the case that the

opaque layer 713 is formed by a printed layer, a printed

• layer ordaining at least one of abmrrrfom. prjwder and

elwninium oxide powder is preferable. The content of

the powder in the printed layer is preferably 30-70wt%,

more preferably 3f>60wt% in order to prevent detach-

ment of the printed layer from the optical recording

medium or cracking of the printed layer. Such a printed

layer of between 3-30pm thickness can be obtained by

usinga liquid resin for print ink mto which at leastone of

aluminium' powder and aluminium oxide powder is

incorporated so that the powder's concentration is

about 10-30wt%, and by employing a known printing

method. For example, by preparing a mixture of liquid

resin including 10-20wt% of polyester resin (trade

5 name: SERfCOL EGS fjokoku Printing Inks Mfg. Co.

Ltd)) in which 10-30wt% of aluminium powder whose

average particle size is a range of approximately 0.1-

3um or 10-30wt% of aluminium oxide powder having

similar average particle size, and then printing the mix-

to tore by employing known printing methods, such as

screen printing method etc., a 3-30um printed foyer

exhforting excellent tow transrmssivity in visible fight

region, and having little detachment or cracking when

the optical card is bent, suitable for the opaque foyer

t5 713, can be obtained. Such an opaque layer 713 some-

times has a reflection factor ol over 30% for fight in the

infrared region, and thus these materials are not stata-

ble for the layers 711A, 711B of fhe first visible irrforma-

tion foyers. However, if the opaque layer 713 is provided

a on the transparent protective layer 709, with thefirst vis-

We information foyer 711A, 711B interposed between

theopaque layer 713 and protective layer 709, the sur-

face of layers 71 1A. 71 1B opposed tothe optical record-

ing foyer 701 ha^areflection factor of lessthan 30%,

25 there is no noise in the optical reproducing signals.

The opaque layer 713 may be constituted by plural

layers, for example laminated printed layers. In this

case, the transmrssrvity to vistote fight can be prevented

more effectively. For example laminated films each of

30 which comprises a 5um thickness printed layer made of

an ink including a mixture of, for example, the above

mentioned aturnrmmri powder or aluminum oxide pow-

der and 4um thickness printed layer which is made of

white ink including titanium oxide which is useful for the

3s layer 711B of the first visible intonralio^^

erable for the opaque foyer 713as the transmrssrvityfor

visile GgM can be 10% less.

The Optical Recording Laver

40

As the optical recording layer 701, a layer which

has some transrnissivrty for vistote fgM but which does

not substantially affect the information recording or

reproducing by a radiation beam 719. is preferable.

45 More srjecrricalry a foyer 701 whfch has atleast10%or

more, preferably 20% or more transmissiviiy for visile

right in the 400-700 rmtwavelerip^ljarKffepreTerabte.

As the optical recording material constituting the

optical recording foyer 701. it is preferable to select a
so suitable material which satisfy above mentioned condi-

tion from known materials. For example metals, metal

compounds, organic dyes, metals containing organic

dyewmetalcxwTiprjundsarKfsoonrnayDeused.

Anorganic dye has a greater wavelength depend-

55 ert Sght transrnissivrty compared with metals. Some
organic dyes show superior absorption for fight in the

infrared region (i.e. 760nm or more) and high transrnis-

sivrty in the vistote wavelength fight Such an organic

dye is preferable as the optical recording layer 701. tf

7
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the organic dye is applied to the optical retorting layer

701, its thickness is determined so as to obtain nearly

the largest surface reflection factor which is related to

the radiation beam used for recording or reproducing.

Therefore, it is preferable to select an organic dye which

shows transnissivity in visble light with such a thick-

ness.

For the organic dye, porymethine dye, anthraquinon

derivative, cyanine dye, merocyanine dye, naphtoqui-

noneoV^ dioxazine corrpound, tripfe^

pound, phenahthrene derivative, phthatocynaine dye,

pyryfium dye, croconium dye, azo dye, azuleneandso

on may be used In particular ptiymethine dye has the

merits of obtamtog high recording sensitivity and good

durability. Furthermore it is possible to produce the opti-

cal recording medium cheaply, as compared to using a

vacuum deposition method such as evaporation, sput-

tering and so on, because the Dorymethine dye can be

formed by wet coating. For example using 1,1.5.5,-tet-

raWs (p^ethylaminopherry0-2,^

rate as the organic dye for the optical recordtog

medium, gives the highest reflection factor (almost

12%) with a thickness of aporanrnately 900-IOOnm. A
dye layer which has such thickness having 80-95%

fransirisshrity in the visible Eght wavelength region

which is preferable.

Transparent Substrata. Adhesive UrveraiidTransparent

Protective Lgyer

As the transparent substrate, a material which has

superior flatness and few optical Distortions is prefera-

ble. Furthera material having high transnissivity for the

laser radiation 719 which is used for the recording and

reproducing, and for radiation within the 400-700nm

wavelength band is preferable Plastic sheets or films

may be used. . for example acrylate resin, polyester

resin, polycarbonate resin, polystyrene resin, vinyl

resin, polyamkle resin, polyacetal resin. Especially, acr-

ytate resin and polycarbonate resin which have high

transmissrvity of laser and small double refraction are

preferable

As the adhesive agent used tor the adhesive layer

707, it is necessary to use an adhesive agent which

does not have a bad effect on the material which consti-

tutes the optical recording layer 701. Examples of suita-

ble materials are a simple monomer or copolymer of

vinyl monomer such as vinyl acetate, ethylene, acrytic

acid, acrylic amide and so oh, ora thermoplastics edhe-

sive agent such as potyamide, polyester, epoxy and so
on, or thermosetting adhesive agent such as amino

resin (urea resin, metemhe resin), phenol resin, epoxy

resin, urethane resin, thermosetting vinyl resin and so
on, or rubber adhesive agent such as natural rubber,

rttrte rubber, chtorprubber. silicone rubber and so on. A
hot-melt adhesive, agent, for example ethylene- vinyl

acetate copolymer or ethytene-acrylfo add copolymer is

preferable, as it is then possible to simplify the manufac-

turing process.

As the protective layer 709, a material which has

superior flatness and trarrsmtssrvity in viable light may
be used, but H durability is taken into consideration, the

same material as the transparent substrata 703 or a

5 materia] which has a similar physical characteristics

such as thermal expansion coefficient and so on to the

material used for the transparent substrate 703 is pref-

erable. The thickness of the transparent substrate 705

of the transparent protective layer 709 so as to enable

10 the radiation beam for recording or reproducing to pass

through, is preferably to a range of 0.4 mm±0.04mm for

the example of an optical card. The sum of the thick-

nesses of thB adhesive layer 709 and either the trans-

parentsubstrate 703 or transparent protective layer709

is to enable the radiation beam fw recordtog or reproduc-

tog to pass through is preferably in the range of 0.2mm-

0.5mm. In this case, His possible to prevent the deterio-

ration of the C/N ratio which may occur by provision of

the first visMe toformation layer 71 1A 711B.

so

SECOND EMBODIMENTOF THE INVENTION

The second embodiment of the invention to be

described is illustrated in Figures 8(a) and (b). to this

25 and the further embodiments of the invention to be
described, corresponding numerals are used to desig-

nate coaespondrhg features as in the first errfccdimerrt

In the optical recording medium of this second

embodiment of the invention, the first layer 711A of the

w first viable irrtormation layer which constitutes the fore-

ground of the firstviable information is provided on one

surface of the protective layer 709, that is the side

opposing the optical recording layer 701. The second

layer 711B which constitutes a background of the fist

6 visible information is provided on the outskle of the pro-

tective layer 709. The first layer 711A has a surface 801

which has a tow reflectivity.

to this structure, it is difficult to fake the visible infor-

mation. The first layer 711A is provided between the

40 substrate 703 and the protective layer 709 and is sealed

with the adhesive layer 707. This structure is useful to

prevent forgeries from being produced. If the first infor-

mation shown in figure 8(a) is formed, there is one way

of providing the second layer 71 IBbetween the surface

45 of the protective layer 709 which opposes the optical

recording layer 701 and the first layer 71 1A However if

the surface of the viable toformation layers 711A 71IB
has a reflectivity ofmore than5% forthe radationbeam

used for recording and reproducing, by providing the

» visible informatimlayere 711A 711Bat the c^
side of toacptfcal recordtog medium thereto a posstoil-

rty that radiation beam passing through the optical

recording layer 701 will be reflected fromthe information

layers 711A 711B and be delected so as to cause a
& deterioration in the C/N.

On the other hand, if the second layer 711 Bis pro-

vided on the outer surface of the protective layer 709 to

increase the distance between the second layer 71 IB
and the optical recording layer 701, and if the second

8
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layef 71 1 B hasa surface reflection factor of30%or less,

it is possible to prevent fight reflected from the second

layer 711B from being detrimental totheCM ratio of the

optical reproducing information. As the material for the

second layer 711B can be selected from many materi- 5

ais, it is possible to design the visile information to be

more colourful.

On the other hand, the first layer 711A is provided

on theopposite side of Ihe optical recording layer 701 in

order tomake the alleratton ofthevisMe informal io

ficuH H the surface ofthe layer 71 1Awhich opposes the

optical recording layer 701 has high reflectivity at the

wavelength of the radiation beam fight 719. there is a
possibffly that the C/N ratio of the optical reproducing

signalswiB Deteriorate. Therefore, the surface of the first is

layer 71 1A preferably has tow reflectivity, preferably5%
or less at the wavelength of the radiation beam fight

719.

In order to reduce the surface reflection, a printed

layer having a mat surface or a reflection preventing 20

layer may be provided on the surface 801 of the first

layer 71 1A. A printed layer havinga mat surface may be
provided by mixing a lean solvent which is as to a resin

in a print ink into the print Ink and forming the printed

layer using the ink containing the lean solvent. AHema- a
tivety commercially available ink or medium which pro-

vides a printed layer having a mat surface may be used,

tor example, a resin solution including acrylate resin

(trade name: CAV MEIBAN MEDIUM (Seiko Advance

he.)).

The reflection preventing layer 801 may be formed

on only the surface of the first layer 711A, or over the

whole surface of the protective layer 709 on which the

first layer 71 1A is formed in order to cover the first layer

711A The use of a fayerwl^ has a reflection prevent-

ing effect on the recording and/or reproducing radiation

beam 719 is preferable. Optical films or reflection pre-

venting paints and so on may be used, preferablya sin-

gje layer retlectiwirxeventinglaver

manufacturing price.

As a single layer reflection preventing layer, a mate-,

rial which satisfiesthe following formulae (Q and (II) may
boused.

n,«'d-X0 (l)

0r=(no •
"a)

1* AO

where:

*o is the center wavdenrjmd.visMeiTglTL

no is the retractive index of the adhesive agent,

n, is the refractive index of the first layer 711A
under the reflection preventing layer 801, and
d is the thickness of the reflection preventing layer

801.

If the reflection preventing layer 801 is a reflection

preventing paint, velvet coating paint, carbon blackpaint

and so on may be used The reflection preventing (aver

801 isformed on the first layer 71 1A by printing or coat-

ing.

In this errfcodrmerrt forming the first layer 71 1Awith
material absorbing radiation within wavelength band of

the fight beam 719. is preferable, as it improves the C/N
ratio of the optical reproducing signals. The fight

absorbent material is chosen so as to absorb figM within

the wavelength region of the radiation fight beam 719,

and print ink including a pigment which exhibits targe

absorbance of the radiation light beam and the right of

the vistte wavelength, for example black ink irrdurfing

carbon black, is preferably used because of high fight

absorption and lew rraniifacturing costs. Furthermore,

since this kind of black ink exhtorts large absorbance of

the fight of vtsbte wavelength, the contrast of the first

visWe information may increase when the visile infor-

rrafion is read by eye Under the visible light

Examples of suitable Mack print ink which can be
used tor formation of the visible tnforrnation layer

indude the black ink. (trade name: SERICOL 13. 91 1-S,

(Tatoku Printing hks Mfg. Co. Ltd)) which is made of a
mixture of above mentioned Sericd 13 andaWack pig-

ment such as carbon black, a black ink (trade name:
SERICOL EGS. 911-S (TeScku Ink Manufacturing Inc.)

which is made of mixture of above mentioned Sericol

IK^andabladcpfa/rientsuchascarbcflblack.

If a printed layer is used as the first visible informa-

tion layer 711A. the dye, pigment, or dye and pigment

30 corrtemis not restricted In ttriscase.it is possW
the desired content in order to obtain the desired light

absorption as long as the layer is capable of being

printed. In this particular embedment, as the first layer

711A is sealed by the substrate 703 and the protective

35 layer 709. the durability against bending of the card

which is necessary for the visible information layer of

the first embodiment is not needed. However as crack-

ing spoils the quality ofIhe visible information, a content

of 80wt% or less ofthe dye and/or pigment is preferable.

40 Turning now also to Figure 9. in this embedment,
the second visbte information layer 715 of the first

errtodmertmaybefcrrnedontheseccfldlayer 711B.

Hflwsecc^vi^eMomraiion layer 715 isprovided.it

is preferable to provide the opaque layer 713 between« the second layer 711B and the second visWe informa-

tion layer 715 using an opaque layer 713 whose struc-

ture and material may be as in the first entxxfiment

THIRD EMBODIMENTOF THE INVENTION
SO

The third errtodirnent of the invention wit be
described with reference to Figures 10(a) and (b).

In the optical recording medium of this embodi-
ment, the first layer 711A and the second layer 711B

55 which constitute the first visible information layers are

provided on the surface of the protective layer 709,

which opposes the optical recording layer 701. The sur-

face of the layers 711A and 711B which opposes the

optical recording layer 701 has low reflectivity. In order

9
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to reduce the surface reflectivity of the visible informa-

tion layers 711A, 711 B, the means desc*ed in relation

to Embocfiment 2 may be used.

In this third embodiment, the second visible infor-

mation layer 715 ot ther^errttcdmentnr^ be icKTned

on the surface of the protective layer 709 which does not

oppose the optical recording layer 701. H the second

visHe information layer 715 is provided, it is preferable

to provide an opaque layer 713 between the second

layer 711 and .the second-visNe information layer. The

structure and material of the opaque layer will be as in

the first embodiment.

FOURTH EMBODIMENTOF THE INVENTION

The fourth embotfiment of the invention wil be

described with references to Figures 11{a) and (b).

In this embodiment, the foreground forming first vis-

ible information layer 711A comprises two layers 711A-

1and711A-2,

The layer 711A-1 is provided on the surface of the

protective layer 709 which opposes the
i optical record-

ing layer 701. The 71 1A-2 layer is providedm the other

surface of the protective layer 709 which does not

oppose the optical recording layer 701. The background

forming second layer 711B is provided on the surface of

the protective layer not opposing the optical recording

layer 701 in order to cover the second layer 71 1A-2.

As the result the first viable information can be rec-

ognised as folding visible information. H is more difficult

to fake the visible information by the plural fust layers

711 A-2, 711A-1 have a certain positional relation to

each other. tf the plural first layers 711A-1, 71 1A-2 carry

the same or simfar visible information at corresponding

positions, ft is possible to provide a three dimensional

effect in the first visile information as shown in Figure

1 1(a), and to provide high grade visible inforrnatioa

In such a medium, three dimensional information

may thus be observed. This makes forgery of the

medium more difficult as the various layers must be

accurately aligned.

Referring now also to Figure 12, if the second visi-

ble information layer 715 is provided, it is preferable to

provide the opaque layer 713 between the second layer

71 1B and the second visible information layer 715. The

opaque layer 713 may havethe structure and materials

as in the first embodiment

VARIATIONS OF THE EMBODIMENTS

. In a variation of the optical recording medium

shewn in any of the embodiments of the invention

described above, it is possUe to provide a magnetic

stripe, IC chip or other information recording means, ft is

also posses to provide a colour image by, for example,

thermal printing on a portion of the outer surface of the

transparent substrate 703 which is not overlaid by the

optical recording region of the optical recording layer

701.

For example. Figure 13 illustrates a card as in the

first embodiment of the invention but incfudmg a usually

readable colour image 1301 of. for example the owner

of the card. The card also carries a magnetic stripe

s 1303carTyirgfw1herrragne^

and anIC chip 1305.

EXAMPLE 1

n Thisexarrfjleisin accordance with the first embod-

iment of the invention as Uustrated in Fqure 7.

The medium was formed by preparing a pofymeth-

ylmethacryfate substrata (trade name: CLAREX S
(Wrtto Jusrri Kbgyo Co. Ltd)) of thickness is 0.4mm, size

is 54mm x 85mm as a transparent substrate 703. then

washing and drying the substrate. A preformat pattern

702 was formed on the transparent substrate 703 by a

thermal press method. 3wt% dtacetonalcohol solution

of 1,1,5,5-tetrsJds (r><fiethylarrwK)phenyl>2. 4-pentacfi-

X eriurrpercfitorate (trade name: IR-820 (happen Kayaku

Co. Ltd)) was gravure coated on the optical recording

region including the preformat region 702. then the sub-

strate 703 was dried to form a optical recording layer

701 of thickness 90 ran (SOOA).

2s A pcrymethytmethaaylate substrate of thickness

0.3mm, size 54mm x 85mm was prepared as the pro-

tective layer 709. On the protective layer 709, multilayer

' printing was.performed as follows to form the first and

the second visible information layers 711A, 711R
ao Firstly, a black ink which was made of a mixture of

25wt% carbon black and resin solution containing vinyl

chloride and acrylate resh (trade name: SERICOL 13

MEDIUM (Teikoku Printing Inks Mfg. Co. Ltd)) was pre-

pared. A white ink, which was made of a mixture of

ss 25wt% titanium erode particle having 1 jim average par-

ticle size, and a resin solution containing vinyl chloride

and acrylate resin (trade name: SERICOL 13 MEDIUM
(Teikoku Printing Inks Mfg. Co. Ltd)) was prepared. An

ink which was made of a mixture of 25wt% titanium

io oxide particle (trade name: SILVER 607A (Seiko

Advance inc.)) and fish scale shape aluminium having

1 (im average particle size and resm solution containing

polyester resin (trade name: SERICOL EGS MEDIUM
(Teikoku Printing Inks Mfg. Co. Ltd)) was prepared as a

45 white s&ver ink which gave a white silver printed layer.

An ink which was made of a mixture of 20wr%phthato-

cynaine blue and resin solution containing polyester

resin (trade name: SERICOL EOS MEDIUM rjeflcoku

Printing Inks Mfg. Co. Ltd)) was prepared as a dark blue

so ink. An ink which was made of a mixture of 25wt% brS-

6am carmh and resin solution containing polyester

resin (trade name: SERICOL EOS MEDIUM (Teikoku

Printing Inks Mfg. CaLtd)) was prepared as a redfok.

The black inkwas screen printed on a region of the

ss surface of the protective layer 709, the region being

overlaid by the optical recording region 701 when the

protective layer 709 is bonded with the transparent sub-

strate 703, to form the first layer 711A of a thickness

3pm which constitutes the foreground of the first visible

10
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information. Then, the white ink was screen printed on
one side of the protective layer where the first layer

71 1Awas formed on to form the second layer 71 1B of a
thickness 4pm which constituted the background of the

first visible information. The contents of the black pig-

ment in the first layer 71 1A and the white pigment in the

second layer 71 IB were almost 60wt%

The reflectivity for infrared Sght of the first layer

711A and the second layer 711B with the protective

layer interposed were measured with a spectrophotom-

eter (trade name: MCPD-1000 (Otsuka Eectronfcs Co.

Ltd))- The reflectivities were20% or less.

The white silver ink and the while ink were then

screen printedon the second layer 711 Bin turn to form

an opaque layer consisting of two printed layers of

respective thicknesses of 5um and 4um When this

opaque layer was formed on a glass transparent to visi-

ble wave lengths (40O700nm), the transrrisshrily was
5% or less. The pigment content of each printed layer

which together constitute the opaque layer 713 was
60wt%ortess.

The black ink, the dark blue ink and red ink were

screen printed on the opaque layer 713 to form the sec-

ond visible information layer715. The thickness of these

films were 4um. The pigment content of each printed

layerwhich constitutedthe second irrformation layer 715

was60wr%orless.

A transparent resin (trade name: SS-25 MEDIUM
(Toyo InkMfg. Co. lid)) was screen printed twiceon the

second information layer 715 to form the transparent

overcoat layer 71 7. Then the transparent substrate 703
with the optical recording layer 701 and the transparent

protective layer 709 with the first and second visible

information layers 711A, 711B. 715 were bonded using

a hot-melt type dry film (trade name: HIRODINE 7500,

Exp 80 (Hirotfine Kogyo Co. Lid)) in order to oppose the

optical recording layer 701 and the first vtsWe informa-

tion layers 711A. & RnaDy a hard coat material (trade

name: UNIDIC 1 7-624-9 (DaWppon fnk arid Chemicals

Inc)) which included Sght setting type acrylate resin pre-

pol)Tm was E^n coated withe surface of the transpar-

ent substrate 703 not opposed to the optical recording

layer 701. The hard coat material was cured byUVIight

toform a hard coat layer 705 and to obtaina optical card

as shown in Figure 7.

When the optical card was observed from the side

on which the radiation beam 719 was incident, black

characters over the blue background were recognizable

withfo the optical recording region 71 1A as the first visi-

.
ble information. When the optical card was seen from
the protective layer 717 side, a viable picturecomposed
of black printed layer, dark blue printed layer and red

printed layer was recognisable. When the optical card

was observed undera C fight source as a standard Sght

source which is standardized under Japanese hdustnal

Standard (JIS) Z 8720. mere was little interference

between the first visMe information and the second vis-

ible information. The C/N ratio of the optical reproducing

signals of the optical card was measured using a optical

recorrJng>eproducrhg apparatus (trade name: RW-50;

wavelength 630nm (Canon toe)). A superior C/N ratio

of 58-61dBwas obtained.

5 REFERENCE EXAMPLE 1

In this reference example, a optical card was pre-

pared in the same way as in Example 1 . except that the

opaque layer 713 was not formed.

10 When the optical card was observed under a C fight

source as a standard Sght source, the second visible

information was clearly recognisable from the side of

the card on which the radiation beam was incident

From the protective layer 717 side of the card the first

is vistta irrtorrnationwas clearly recognisable.

REFERENCE EXAMPLE 2

In this reference example, an optical card was pre-

20 pared in the same way as the Example 1, except that

the second layer 71 1B of the first visible irrformation lay-

ers 711A,B was not formed.

The C/N measurement of the optical reproducing

sio^sonrheoptx^card.wasper^

» the C/N ratio was 54db, which is inferior to the optical

card of Example 1 . This result is thought to bedue to the

opaque layer 713 in some parts having a high surface

reflection ratio of 50% for infrared region Bght Therefore

the reproducing radfeton beam was reflected from the

30 opaque foyer 713.

REFERENCE EXAMPI Fa

An optical card was prepared in thasameway as in

as Example 1, except that the opaque layer 713 was omit-

ted, the content of titanium oxide particle of the second
layer 711B of the first visible information layer was
increased to 85wt%.

When the optical card was observed under the C
« light source, there was tittle interference between the

tirst visile information and the second visible irrfbrma-

tion.

Referring now to Figure 14, one of the short sides

of the optical card was held as shown h Figure 14 arid

« the optical cardwas bent so that it becomes 20rran one
hundred times. After that, the first and the second visi-

ble irrformation layers 711A.B and 715 of the optical

card were observed visually, then a partial detachment

in the second layer 71 1B of the first visWe information

» layer was recognized. Further in the second layer 711

A

which was not detached, cracWhg occurred

A anamination test as set out to the ISO/1EC 10373
5.7 was f*rformed. As a result of this, the second foyer

711Bwas detached by cohesion destruction.

« Whenthe same bending test and delarnination test

were performed on the optical card of Example 1. no
drjtachment or cracking of the first and the second visi-

ble irrformation layer was seen.

11
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EXAMPLE 2

This example is in accordance with the second

• embodiment of the invention, and includes a structure in

which a low reflective printed layer was used as the sur- 5

face 801 of the first layer 711A (Rgure 8).

A transparent substrate 703 carrying a optical

recording layer 701 was formed in the same way as the

Exarrplel.Aporvmelhylrnethacylate

ness 0.3mm, size was 54mm x 85mmwas prepared as ro

a protective layer 709. On the protective layer 709, mutS

printing was performed to form the first visible infbrma-

tion layers 711A, 711R Attack ink (trade name: SEP.I-

GOL 13,911-A fjeikoku Printing Inks Mfg. Co. Ltd))

which was made of a mixture of 20wt% carbon black is

and resin solution containing acrytate resin which pro-

vides a mat surface printed layer (trade name: CAV

MEIVANMEDM (Seiko Advance he))was prepared A

white ink made of a mixture of 25wt% titanium oxide

particle Having lum average particle size and resin so

solution containing polyester resin (trade name: SERI-

COL EGS MEDIUM (Teitoku Printing Inks Mfg. Co.

Ltd))was prepared. The black inkwas screen printed on

ooe region of the surface of the protective layer 709, the .

region being overfaid by the optical recording region of z
the optical recording layer 701, when the protective

layer 709 is bonded with the transparent substrate 703

to form the first layer 711A of a thickness 3um which

constituted the foreground of the firstvfsUeirrforrrefioa

The surface reflectivity of the fret layer 71 1A to infrared a>

region right was 5% or less. Then, the while ink was

screen printed on the side of the protective layer 709

where the first layer 711A was not formed, to form the

second layer 711B of thickness 4um which constituted

the background of the first visible information. ss

The transparent substrate 703 with the optical

recording layer 701 and the transparent protective layer

709 carrying the first and the second visible information

were bonded using a hot-melt type dry film (trade name:

HIRODINE 7500. Exp80 (Krodine Kogyo Co. Ltd)) in «
order to oppose each other at opposite sides of the opti-

cal recording layer 701 and the first visWe information

layer.7l1A.

Finally a hard coat material (trade name: UNIDfC

17-824-9 (Dalnippon Ink and Chemicals Co.)) which <s

included light setting type acryfate resin prepefymer

was spin coated on the surface of the transparent sub-

strate 703 not opposed to the optical recording layer

701. The hard coat material was cured by UV fight to

form a hard coat layer 705, to obtain an optical card as so

shown hi Rgure a
When the opticatcard was observed from the radi-

ationbeam incident side, black characters over the blue

backrjroundwererecognisarjtewitr^

ing region as the first visible information. The C/N ratio ss

on the optical cardwas measured in thesame way as in

Example 1 . As the resuH, a good C/N ratio of 58dB was

obtained.

EXAMPLE 3

This example is of a structure in which the second

visible iriformation layer 715 was formed on the optical

card of the Example 2.

The second visible information layer 715 which was

composed of a black printed layer, a dark blue printed

layer and a red printed layer was formed on the second

layer 711B of the first visible information layer of the

optical card of Example 2 in the same way as the sec-

ond visfole information layer 715, of the Example 1. A
transparent resin (trade name: SS=25 MEDIUM (Toyo

Ink Mfg. Co. Ltd) was screen printed twice on the sec-

ond information layer 715 to form the transparent over-

coat layer 717.

When the optical card was viewed from the radia-

tion beam incident side, black characters ever the blue

backrjrourriwererecrjgnSsatt^

ing region as the first visWe irrtomatioaWhen the opti-

ca canJ was seen from the protective layer 709 side, a
visible picture composed of black printed layer, dark

blue printed layer and red printed layer was recognisa-

ble. When the optical card was observed under the C
tight source, there was some interference between the

first visile irrlormation and the second visible informa-

tion. This interference was prevented by providing an

opaque layer 713 between the second layer 71 1 B of the

first visible information layer, and the second visible

information layer 715 as in Example 1.

EXAMPLE 4

This example is in accordance with the second

errtoodimentof the invention, and is a structure in which

a reflection preventing layer 801 is provided on the first

layer 711A in order to reduce reflection as shown in Fig-

ure 8.

A transparent substrate 703 carrying an optical

recording layer 701 was formed in the same way as the

Examr^e 1. A rxxymethytmethacylate

ness 0.3mm, size was 54mm x85mmwas prepared as

a protective layer 709. On the protective layer 709, mufti

layer printing was performed to form the first visible

information layer 711A, 711B as follows. Ftrstty. a black

ink made of a mixture of 25wt% carbon black and resin

solution containing polyester resin (trade name: SEFU-

COL EGS MEDIUM ffetoku Printing Inks Mfg. Co.

Ltd)) was prepared. A white ink made of a mixture of

25wt% titanium oxide particle having lum average par-

ticle size and resin solution containing polyester resin

(trade name: Serial EGS MEDIUM fjeikoku Printing

Inks Mfg. Co. Ltd)>ras prepared. The black ink was

screen printed on the region ofthe surface of the protec-

tiveflayer 709 region tobe overlaid bythe cctical record-

ing reg^ when the protective layer 709 d the optical

recording layer 701 is bonded with the transparent sub-

strate 703, to form the first layer 71 1A of a thickness of

3um, this axistituting the foreground of the first visible

irrlormation.

12
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A transparent acrylate resin (Asahben Corp.) was.

screen printed on the surface of the first layer 711A to

form the reflection preventing layer 801. Then, the white

ink was screen printed on one side of. the protective

layer 709 where the first layer 71 1A was not formed on s

to form the second layer 711B of a tfiickness of 4um to

constitute the background ol the first vfeMe information.

A transparent vinyl chloride sheet of thickness

30jim was provided on the surface of the second layer

711B by hot pressing to form the transparent overcoat io

layer 717 to provide a protective layer attached to the

first visHe information layers 711AJ1

Next, the transparent substrate 703 carrying the

optical recording layer 701 and the transparent protec-

tive layer 700 carrying the first visile information layer is

711A.711B were bonded using a hot-met! type dry fftn

(trade name: HIRODINE 7500. Exp80 (Wrodine Kogyo

Co. Ltd)) so as to oppose each other on the surfaces of

the optical recording layer 701 andthe first visible infor-

mation layers 711A 711B. 20

Finally a hard coat material (trade name: UNIDIC

17-824-9 (Dafc'fxwn Ink and Chemical he)) which

included fight setting type acrylate resin prepofymer

was spin coated on the surface of the transparent sub-

strate 703, not opposed to the optical recordng layer zs

701. The hard coat material was cured by UV fight to

form the hard coat layer 705.

When the optical card was seen from the radiation

beam incident side, blackcharactersover the blue back-

ground was recognisable within the optical recording so

region as the first visible information. The C/N ratio on

the optical card was measured, and a good C/N ratio of

58 dB was obtained.

REFERENCE EXAMPLE 4 35

' In this reference example an optical card was pre-

pared in the same way as in Example 2, except that the

second layer 711B was provided between the first layer

71 1Aand the protective layer, and the reflectivity of the w
first viable information layers 711AB was not reduced.

A PMMA substrate as used in Example 2 was pre-

pared as a protective layer 709. A black ink which was

made of a mixture of 20wt% carbon black and resin

solution containing polyester resin (trade name: SERf- is

COL EGS MEDIUM (Takoku Printing Inks Mfg. Ca
Ltd)) was prepared. Awhite inkwhich was the same as

the white ink used in Example 2 was prepared. The

white ink was screen printed over one surface of the

protective layer 709 to form the second layer 711Bhav- so

ing a thickness of 4|im to constitute the background of

the first visible information. The black ink was screen

prMedtoathicknesscrf3umtoformth^

on the region ofthe second layer 71 IB to be overlaid by

the optical recording region of the recording layer 701 ss

when the second layer711Bwas bonded with the trans-

parent substrate 703. to form the first layer 711A to the

protective layer 709 carrying the background layer 71 1

B

of the first visible information.

The surface reflectivity of the first layer 711A for

infrared region fight was almost 10%. The surface

reflectivity of the second layer 71 1B for infrared region

fight was over 10%.

The C/N ratio of the optical card was performed and

found to be 53dB, i.e. a reduction of that for Example 2.

The reason for this was thought to be as follows: The

white printed layer of the second layer 71 1 B of the first

visWe information layer was formed on the side of the

protective layer 709, opposed to the optical recording

layer 701. As the surface reflectivities of the first layer

71 1Aand the second layer 71IB were high, reflection of

the reproducing radiation beam occurred.

EXAMPLE 5

This example is a structure in accordance with the

third embodiment described above in which a reflection

preventing layer was formed on the first layers 711A.B

of Reference Example 4 asshown h figure 9.

A protective layer 709 carrying the first visible infor-

mation layers 711A 711B was provided in the same
way as the Reference Example 4. A transparent acr-

ytate resin (Asahtpen Corp.) was screen printed on the

surface of the first layer 711A and the second layer

711B to form a reflection preventing layer 80. An optical

card was formed using the protective layer 709 carrying

the first visWe information layers 71 1A B of which the

surface 801 had a reduced reflectivity.

A C/N measurement on the optical card was per-

formed, and found to be almost 58dB.

EXAMPLE.?

This example is in accordance with the fourth

embodiment described above, in which the first layer

71 1A of the first visible information byer comprises lay-

ers tonnedseparateV on the irisfoe and C4rts«de of ttie

protective layer 709 as shown in Figure 11.

A optical card was prepared in the same way as in

Example 2, except that the first visible information layer

was formed in a following way.

The black ink and the white ink used in Example 2

were prepared. The black inkwas screen printed on the

region of the surface of the protective layer 709 to be

overlaid by the optical recording region of the recording

layer 701 when tiie protective layer 709 is bonded with

the transparent substrate 703, to form the first sublayer

of the first layer 71 1A-1 of a thickness of 3pm constitut-

ing the foreground of the first visible tafonrration.

Then, the black ink was screen printed the surface

of the protective layer 709 where the first layer 711A-1

was not formed rh a position so as to be overlaid by the

first layer 711A-1. to form the second sublayer of the

first layer 711A-2 of a thickness 'Sum, this constituting

part of the fweground of the first visWe information.

The white ink was screen printed on the first layer

711A-2 of the protective layer 709 to cover the second

layer 711A-2 to form a layer having a thickness of 4fim

13
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to constitute the background of the Inst visfole informa-

tion. Therefore the protective layer 709 carrying the first

vfeMe informalion layers 711A-1. 711A-2; 711B was

produced.

When the optical card was viewed from the radia- s

tion beam incident side, tfiree-dimensional black visWe

informafion over the blue background was recognised

within the optical recording region.

EXAMPLE? ">

This example is in accordance with the Fourth

errfoodiment of the invention described above in which

the first layer of the first visible information layer 711A

romprises multilayers 711A-1. 711A-2, these mulBay- is

erebeing formed separately onthe inside and outside of

the protective layer 709.

An optical card was prepared in the same way as

the Example 4, except that the protective layer 709 hav-

ing the first vfefcle information layer formed in a toflcw- to

ing way was used The black ink and white ink used in

the Example 4 were prepared together with a yeBow ink

whfchwas made ofa mixture of 30wt%FastYetiow-G as

a yellow pigment and resin solution containing polyester

resin (trade name: SERICOL EOS MEDIUM (Teikoku a
Printing Inks Mfg. Ltd]). The brack ink was screen

printed on the region of the surface of the protective

layer 709. to be overlaid by the optical recording region

701 when the protective layer 709 is bonded with the

transparent substrate 703. to form the first layer 711A-1 so

of thickness 3\im constituting the foreground of the first

visUe information. A reflection prevention layer 801

was formed on the surface of the first layer 711A-1 in

the same way as in Example 4.

The white ink W3S then screen printed on the sur- 35

face of the protective layer 709 not carrying the first

layer 711-A in order to be overlaid by the first layer

711A-1 to form the second sublayer of the first layer

71 1A-2 of a thickness 3nm The yeflow ink was screen

printed on the second sublayer of the first layer 71 1A-2 «
of the protective layer to cover the. second sublayer

711A-2 to form the second layer 711B of a thickness

4|im to constitute the background of the first visible

information. The surface reflectivity of the yellow ink

printed layer for infrared region Bejbt was 30% or less. A «
transparent resin (trade name: SS-25 MEDIUM (Tbyo

Ink Mfg: Co. lid)) was screen printed twice on the sec-

ond rrrformation layer 711-Bto form overcoat layer 717.

An optical card,was formed using the protective layer

carrying the first visible information, so

When the optical card was observed from the radi-

ation beam incident side, three-cSmensiorial visfole

information composed of bteck and blue over the green

background was recognized withm the optical recorcfmg

region, ss

EXAMPLE 8

. tn this example "m accordance with an errrxxSment

of the invention, a second visMe nformatfon layer 715

was provided on the optical card of Example 6.

The second visible information layer 715 whichwas

composed of a black printed layer, dark blue printed

layer and a red printed layer was formed on the second

layer 711-B of the first visible information layers of the

optical card of Example 6 in the same way as the sec-

ond visible information layer 715 of Example 1. A trans-

parent resin (trade name: SS-25 medium (Toyo Ink Mfg.

Co. Ltd)) was screen printed twice on the second infor-

mation layer715 to form an overcoat layer 717.

When the optical card was observed from the radi-

ation beam incident side, three-dimensional black char-

acters ever the blue background were recognisable

within the optical recording region as the first visible

kiformation.

When the optical card was seen from the protective

layer side 709, a visile picture composed of black

printed layer, dark blue printed layer and red printed

foyer was recognisable.

When the optical card was observed under the C
Bght source, there was some interference between the

frst visible information and the second visible informa-

tion. This interference between the first visible informa-

tion and the second visible information could be

preventedby providing a opaque layer between the see-

ond layer 71 1B of the first visible information layer; and

the second visible Wbrmafion layer 715 in the same

manner as that in Example 1.

Hv^bie^^eciatedtt^whirstbtfwenntoiiments

of the invention described heretofore, the fist and sec-

ond information layers are visible informalion layers,

which are readable by the eyes of an observer under the

visible fight, the invention is also applicable to informa-

tion which is read by. radiation within other wavebands,

as long as the other wavebands are drfferent to that of

the radiation used to read the optical recording layer.

Claims

1. An optical recording medium comprising:

an optical recording layer (701) readable by

radiation within a first wavelength band; and

a first information regfori (711A,B) carrying first

rrrformation, and

a second information region (715) carrying

second information,

said first and second regions (71 1A.B; 715)

being readable by radiation within a second wave-

length band different to said first wavelength band,

• the first information region being overlaid by

the optical recording layer (701),

the optical recording layer (701) having a
transmissivity for radiation within said second wave-

length band so that the first information is readable

through the optical recording layer (701) by radia-

tion within said second wavelength band.

14
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whereh the medium includes.

a layer (713) opaque to radiation within said

second wavelength band provided between the first

information region (711A.B) and the second infor-

mation region (715).

2. An optical recording maftim comprising:

an optical recording layer (701) readable by

radiation wHhinafirstwavdengmband;

a first information regjori (71 1A.B) carrying first

information readable by radiation within a sec-

ond wavelength band different to said first

wavelength band, the first information region

(71 1A.B) being overlaid by the optical record-

ing layer (701),

the optical recording layer (701) having a trans-

rrissrvity for radiation wftfrin said second wave-

length band so that the first information is

readable through the optical recording layer

(701).

wherein the surface (801) of the first infor-

mation region (711A.B) which opposes the optical

recording layer (701) Is arranged to have a tow

reflectivity for radiation within said first wavelength

band.

3. An optical recorring medium according to Claim 2.

including a second information region (715) carry-

ing second information readable by radiation within

said secondwavelength band, a layer (713) opaque

to radiation within said second radiation band being

interposed between the first and second informa-

tion regions (71 1A.B; 715).

4. The optical recording medium according to any one

of preceding claims, wherein the first information

region (711A.B) comprises^ plurality of layers.

& The optical recording rnedirmaccOTfirtgtoCtaim4.

in which said plurality of layers comprises a first

layer (711A) constituting a foreground for the first

information, and a second layer (71 1 B) constituting

a background for the first information.

6. The optical reconfing medium accading toClaim 4.

in which said pruralrty of layers comprises at least

two layers carrying the first information, both of

which are provided on different planes of the

merJura.andwherehthelayers(711A-1,711A-2)

carry similar information at corresponding positions

in the medium.

7. Trrecptical recording medium acccnffogtoClafmS,

• wherein the first layer (711A) constituting a fore-

ground for the first information comprises a first

foreground sublayer (711A-1) and a second fore-

ground sublayer (71 1A-2). the first and second fore-

ground sublayers (711A-1. 711A-2) being provided

on drfferent planes of the medium, and carrying

similar information atcorresponding positions in the.

medium

5

8. The optical recording mecfium according to any of

the preceding claims, wherein the medium com-

prises a
;
substrate (703) anda protective layer (709)

between which the recording layer (701) is inter-

m posed, wherethe substrate (703) is at least partially

trarsmrssive to radiation within said first and sec-

ond wavelength bands.

9. The optical recording medium according to Oaim 8,

is wherein one of the surfaces of the optical recorring

layer (701) is in contact with a surface of the sub-

strate (703).

10. The optical recording medium according to Claim 8
so or 9, wherein an adhesive layer (707) is provided

between the recording layer (701) and the protec-

tive layer (709).

11. The optical recording medium according to anyone
25 of Claims 8 to 10 when dependent on Oaim 5,

wherein the first and second layers (711A 71 1B)

are provided on the surface of the protective layer

(709) remote from the recording foyer701 such that

the first information opposes the recording foyer

90 (701).

12. Trrecc^reccroingmectaarxc^ngtoaJTyone

of dawns 8 to 10 when dependent on Claim 5,

wherein the first layer (711A) is provided between
as the recording layer (701) and the protective layer

(709), and the second layer (711B) is provided on
the surface of the protective layer (709) remote from

the recorring layer (701).

IX The optical recordirigrr*drij^

of Claims 8 to 10 when dependent on Oaim 5,

wherein the first and second layers (711A, 711B)

are fjrovided between the recording layer (701) and

the protective layer (709).

14. The optical recording medium according to Claim

11 or 12. wherein the surface of the or each layer

{711A.B; 711B), provided at thesurface of the pro-

tective layer (70S) remote from the recording layer

(701) and opposing the recording layer (701) hasa
refledivrty of 30% or less for radiation in said first

wavelength band.

15. The optical recording medium according to Claim

55 14. wherein the surface has a reflectivity of 20% or

less for radiation in said first wavdengthband.

16. The optical recording medium according to Claim

15, wherein the surface has a reflectivity of 10% or

so

15
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less for radiation in said first wavefength band.

17. The optical recording medum according to Claim

12 or 13. wherein the surface (801) of the or each

layer (711A; 71 1A.B) provided between the record-

ing layer (701) and the protective layer (709). and

opposing the recording layer (701) has a reflectivity

of 5% or less tor radiation in said first wavelength

band.

18. The optical recording medium according to any one

of Claims 8 to 10 when dependent on Claim 6,

wherein one (711A-1) of the two layers (711A-1.

71 1A-2) is provided at the surface of the protective

layer (709) remote from the recording layer (701).

and the other layer (711A-2) is provided between

the recording layer (701) and the protective layer

(709).

1 9l The optical recording medum accenting to any one

of Claims 8 to 10 when dependent on Claim 7,

wherein the first foreground sublayer (711A-1) is

provided between the recorduig layer (701) and the

protective layer (709), and the second foreground

sublayer (71 1A-2) is provided at the surface of the

protective layer (709) remote from fte recording

layer (701).

20* The optical recording medium accordingto any one

of the preceding claims, wherein the surface of the

first irrtorrration region (711A.B) opposing the

recording layer (701) carries a reflection preventing

10

15

20

wherein the thickness d the printed layer (71 1A.B)

is 1 micron or more but 10 microns or less.

27. An optical recording medium accordingto Claim 26,

wherein the thickness d the printed layer (711A.B)

is 1 micron or more but 7 microns or less.

2& The optical recording medium according to Claim

14. wherein the surface of at least one d the first

and second layers (711A, 711B) opposing the

recording layer (701) is a printed layer of a white

ink.

29. The optical recorrJng medium according to Claim

28, wherein the primed layer (71 IB) includes tita-

nium oxide of 30-70wt%.

3a The optical recording medium according to any one

d the preceding claims when dependent on Claim

1 a3,whereintheopar4jele^(713)carprisesa

pluralityd sublayers.

3t. The optical recording medium according to any one

d the preceding claims when dependent on Claim

25 1 or 3, wherein the thickness d the opaque layer

(713) is3 micron or more. but30 microns or less.

32. The optical recorrJng mecfium according to any one

d the preceding claims when dependent on Claim

30 1 or 3, wherein the bansmssnrity d the opaque

layer(713)insakJsecorrfwavelef^bandis10%

or less.

21. The optical recording medum according to any one 35

d the preceding claims, wherein the surface d the

first iriformarion region (711A.B) opposing the

recorrJng layer (701) has a mat surface.

22. The optical recorrJng medium according to any one -»

of the preceding daims, wherein the surface d the

first information region (711A.B) is designed to

absorb radiation within said ffrst wavelength band.

33. An optica) recording medium according to any one

d the preceding claims when dependent on Claim

1 or 3, wherein the opaque layer (713) comprises a

printed layer.

34. An optical recording medium according to any one

d the preceding claims when dependent on Claim

1 or 3, wherein the opaque layer (713) includes par-

ticles chosen from metal particles and metal node

particles.

23. The orjticalrecciding medum acccnf«g to

ol the preceding daims, wherein the or at least one

d the information regions (711A, 71 IB) comprises

a printed layer.

24. AncpticalrecMdrtgmerJumarxcrt^

wherein the printed layer(71 1A.B) includes at least

onedaoVe,apTgment,andaresK

25. An optical recordng medium according to Claim 24,

wherein the contentd the dye, the pigment or the

dye and the pigment in the printed layer (711A,B)is

30wt% or more but70wt% or less.

45 35. An qsticalreordrng mediumaccc^

wherein the average partide size d the particles is

between 0.1 and 3 microns.

36. AnopticalreconfingrnerJtimarxo^

» wherein the metal is aturmnium

37. An optical recenfingmr^marcordng to Claim34.

wherein the metal oxide '6 aluminium made.

55 38. Anr^ticdreccnfingmecfiumaccrxtfr^

wherein the opaque layer (713) includes particles d
30wt% or more but 70wt% or less.

26. An cpticd recorrJng medium according to Claim 23, 39. An cpticdreccrting mediumaaor^

16
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wherein theopaque layer (713) includes particles ol

30wt% ormore but 60wt%or less.

40. An optical recording medium according to any one
of the preceding claims when dependent on Claim s

1 or 3. wherein Hve opaque layer (713) includes a
resin.

41. An optical recording medium according to Claim40.

wherein the resin includes a choice from polyester w
resin or vinyl chloride resin.

42. lTiecc^recorc^mediimaccorolrqtoanyone
of the preceding claims, wherein the crjbcal record-

player (701) ir^es an wgartc dye. 1S

43. The optical recording medium according to Claim

42, wherein the organic dye is pdvmethine dye.

44. An optical recording medium according to any one a»

oftheprecedirvjdaims.inwhjch

length band comprises the viable Sght region.

45. The optical recordihg medium according to anyone
ol preceding claims, in which said first wavelength «
band comprises the infrared wavelength region.

46. A process for production of an optical recording

medium comprismg, an optical recording layer

readable by rarJatjon within a first wavelength band, so

first and second information regions (711AJB;715)
rarryrng respectively first and second information

readable by radiation within a second wavelength

band different to said first wavelength band.

trre process comprisingthe steps of: 35

laminating the substrate (703) and the protec-

tive layer (709), with the optical recording layer

(701) interposed between the substrate and
the protective layer, w
the substrate (703) being at least partially

transnrrrssrVe to radntion within said first and
second wavelength bands and the optical

• recording layer being at leastparbaBy transrnfe-

srve to radiation within said second wavelength «
band;

providing the fist htormation layer (711A) at

the surface of the protective layer remote from
the optical recording layer (701), so that the
sunto of the first information!^ so

rying the fist information opposes the optical

recordrng layer (701), and so thatthe fist Wor-
malfon is overlaidby the optical recordrrn layer

.
(701).

forrring an opaque layer (713) ever the first as

information layer (711A); and
forrmtg the second information layer (711B)

over the opaque layer (713).
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(54) Optical recording medium and process for production thereof

(57) An optical recording medium includes an opti-

cal recording layer (701) readable by radiation within a FIG 7b
finav^engtht^ and first and seccodvisWeirfor-

*

matkm layers (71 1A,B,715). The first information region

is overbid by the optical recording layer (701). An

opaque layer (713) is provided between the first and

second information layers (711AB;715). The optical

recording layer (701) has a transirfssMty for vfsWe

radiation, such thatthe firstvisWe information is visually

readable through the optical recording layer (701).
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